
BOUNDS FOR HOLOMORPHIC VECTOR FIELDS

E. R. FERNHOLZ1

1. Introduction. In this paper we find bounds for holomorphic

vector fields on an analytic space. The bounds are given with respect

to the seminorms defined on the holomorphic functions by compact

subsets. Thus global holomorphic vector fields are continuous as

operators on the Frechet space of global holomorphic functions.

The bounds we find are designed to prove that certain subdomains

of analytic spaces are holomorphically convex. We give an example

of this in §3. The bounds can be used to prove essentially the follow-

ing statement: if a holomorphically convex analytic space has

enough global vector fields, then domains of holomorphy in it are

also holomorphically convex.

We define an analytic space to be a connected ringed space (X, Ox)

such that each xEX has a neighborhood U with (U, Qx\ U) iso-

morphic (as a ringed space) to (V, Ov) where F is a closed analytic

subvariety of C", for some n depending on x, and Or = Oc"/â | V where

S is the sheaf of ideals of V. By this definition, all analytic spaces are

reduced. We shall not assume that the analytic spaces we deal with

are irreducible, of pure dimension, or that they have finite maximum

dimension.

We shall abbreviate (X, Ox) by X if no confusion is possible. S(X)

will denote the set of singular points of X. H(X) =H°(X, Ox) is the

algebra of global holomorphic functions on X. Ox.x is the stalk of

Ox at xEX.

2. Bounds for holomorphic vector fields. First we shall define

vector fields on an analytic space X (after Rossi [2]).

Definition 2.1. Let X be an analytic space and xEX. A tangent

vector to X at x is a mapping t : 0x,z—>C such that for a,bE C,f, gEOx.x-

(i) t(af+bg)=at(f)+bt(g),
(n)t(fg)=f(x)t(g)+g(x)t(f).
The tangent space to X at x, denoted by Tx,x, is the set of all tan-

gent vectors to X at x. It is a vector space.

Definition 2.2. Let X be an anlytic space. A holomorphic vector

field on X is a function f.x •-> Tx.x defined for all xEX such that

fEH(X) implies that the function g defined by g(x) =t(x)fx is also
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holomorphic (where fx is the germ of/ at x). Let 3x represent the

sheaf of germs of holomorphic vector fields on X.

After this we shall write // for the function defined by t(x)fx. Note

that, on manifolds, Definition 2.2 is equivalent to the standard defini-

tion of vector field.

The following two propositions are due to Rossi [2].

Proposition 2.3. Let X be an analytic space and 3x the sheaf of

germs of holomorphic vector fields on X. Then Sx is a coherent analytic

sheaf.

Proposition 2.4. Let D be a domain of holomorphy in C" and V a

closed subvariety of D. If t is a holomorphic vector field on V, then there

exists a holomorphic vector field J on D such that for any fEH(D),

/ =/| V, we have
Ctf) \v = tf.

~t will be called an extension of / to D.

We shall be dealing with iterates of vector fields. Notice that the

above definition of extension is compatible with iteration in the

following sense: If t\, t2 are vector fields on V and \, ~t2 are their exten-

sions to D (V and D as in Proposition 2.4, and all vector fields

assumed to be holomorphic) then

(W) I v = ti{Çt2]) | v) = ht2(]\ v) = ht2f

(or a\\fEH(D),f=f\V.
The vector fields on D are generated by the partial derivatives

d/dzi, i = l, • ■ • , n. A general vector field on D has the form

A       9
2_, ai-7 a{ E H(D),    i = 1, • • ■ , n.
i-i       dZi

We shall need the following proposition, proved in Gunning and

Rossi [1, p. 157].

Proposition 2.5. Let U be a neighborhood of the origin in O, and

V a subvariety of U. There are polydiscs centered at the origin (in suit-

able coordinates), AEA'EU, and a number m>0 such that every func-

tion f, holomorphic on Vr\A', has an extension f to A such that

\\~f\U è m\\f\U,nv.

We are now prepared to prove the existence of bounds for holo-

morphic vector fields. For simplicity, first we shall prove a proposi-

tion for a single vector field and then consider the case of iterated

vector fields.
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Proposition 2.6. Let X be an analytic space and t a holomorphic

vector field on X. Let K be a compact subset of X. Then there exist a

compact set K'QX and a constant c such that for allfEH(X)

MW á c\\f\\K..

Proof. For each xEK find a neighborhood Ux of x which is

biholomorphic to a subvariety Vx of Cn*. Such neighborhoods exist

for an appropriate integer nx since X is an analytic space. Let

4>x'- UÍ —>VX be the biholomorphic mapping with <px(x) =0GC"1. For

each Vx use Proposition 2.S to find polydiscs AXEAX in Cnx such

that, for any gEH(Vx), there is an extension g of g to Ax and a con-

stant mx such that

(*) 11 ill ax ̂ *»J|g||¿niv

The sets Ux=<Pxl(Axr\Vx) form an open cover for K, so we can

extract a finite subcover { UXi}. To simplify notation, we shall now

use the subscript i to replace x,-, so the cover is now { [/,}. The cor-

responding sets Ki=<pJl(A'i C\Vi) are compact, so K' = \jKi is also

compact.

If g is any function holomorphic on Uí, then gi = g o 0,_1 is holo-

morphic on Vi. For any holomorphic vector field 5 on £/,-' we can

define a vector field s¿ on Vi by s,g,= (sg) o cpr1 for all gEH(Ui).

Fore>0,zoEC,letA(zo, e) = {zECn:\z3-z0j\ <e,j = l, ■••,»}.

Then we can choose e>0 sufficiently small that for any xEK,

A(4>i(x), e)CA¿ for some i.

Now let fEH(X), so/ is holomorphic on each U{. On each Vt

define /< as above and let /,■ be the extension to A/ satisfying (*).

Let ti be the vector field on Vi defined (as above) by t on U¡ EX.

Let Ii be an extension of k to A/. Using the Cauchy integral formula

we see that for xEK there is an i such that

I V<(**(*)) I ̂  («AíII/íHac*«.«)
where

fc-iS/T-'       7,EH(A<),
j-i      dZj

d = «<max||7y||A(*,-(»),0.
i

Now we have ||/<|| acííW.o ^||/*![ a< ̂  Wí||/í|| ^W^WíH/II^, and since

~kfi\ Vi = kfi, we have |/.-/.-(</>¿(x))| ú(Cimi/e)\\f\\K>. Since kfi(<pi(x))
= tf(x), \tf(x)\ ú(cimi/e)\\f\\K'. Now if c = max,-c.m./e, then |//(x)|

^c||/|U- for all xEK or ||¿/|U^C||/||^.
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Now we shall extend this proposition to include iterated vector

fields.

Proposition 2.7. Let X be an analytic space and KEX a compact

subset. Let h, • • • ,tr be holomorphic vector fields on X and tk any k-fold

iterate of the í¿. Then there exist a compact set K'EX and constants c, m

such that for allfEH(X) and for all integers k>0

* S «*»(* +1)111/11*.
Proof. Choose Uj, Uj, v¡, A¡, A¡, C">, <pjt /,-, /,, K', e exactly as

in the proof of Proposition 2.6. Let í¿3 be the vector field on re-

defined by ti on Uj. Let "ta be an extension of U¡ to C>'. Let N = max,- ra;-

(where VjECn>). For convenience, we can assume all the n¡ = N, em-

bedding Cn> in CN if necessary. Then we can write

A à
hi = 2-, aHp-'       aap E H(CN),

p=i dZp

where the zp, p = 1, • • • , N, are the coordinates in CN. We shall ab-

breviate this by writing

,        ^     d
ta = 2- « — •

p=l      02

Since we shall eventually take a maximum of all the olí¡p this will not

matter. Let /* be the representative of tk in V¡ and If the extension of

fj to CN. Then

tji =        E       «* — +       Z       ¿a*"1 - —-- + • • •
pi.--.m-i       oz*       P1....,p»-i dz   dz*

Pl,.^Pk=iL   W dz*'1!

d^a 1 dfj

dz

For any xEK there is a / such that A(<pj(x), e)CAy and by the

Cauchy integral formula

I ~lifi(<t>Ax)) |   á A7  I « |   —||/,l|A(*y(*).0

k   ,     ,i;_i I a I    (^ — 1) ! m _ i,
+ N k\a\-—— \\fi\\MMz).e) + " •

+ N\\ a\k -¿ÍTi)—\\fÁ\^iM.<)
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where

I a |  = sup,yp { | aijp(z) |: z £ Ay, i = 1, • • • , k; p = 1, • • •, N}.

Then

| <*/(*) | gA"H* (*+/)!H¿lU>^'>

i    i    (* + !)!     ii ii

Let c = N\a\ /e, m = maxy m,-, then

||í*/|Uác*»í(*+l)!||/|U'.

3. Domains of holomorphy. In this section we apply Proposition

2.7 to prove certain facts about domains of holomorphy on analytic

spaces. First we shall recall some definitions.

Definition 3.1. Let X be an analytic space and K a compact sub-

set of X. The holomorphic hull of K, K, is defined by K= {zEX:

\f(z)\ á||/||x, fEH(X)}. X is holomorphically convex if for any com-

pact subset KEX, K is also compact.

Definition 3.2. Let X be an analytic space and D a connected

open subset. D is a domain of holomorphy if for any xGbd D there is

a function fEH(P) such that / cannot be continued analytically

over x. This means that for any neighborhood U of x, f\ U(~\D can-

not be extended to U.

Proposition 3.3. Let X be an analytic space such that H°(X, Sx)

generates the stalks of Sx at all regular points of X. Let D be a domain of

holomorphy in X. For KCD, K compact, let K= {zED: \f(z)\ ^\\f\\K,

fEH(D)}. Then bd KC\bd DCS(X).

(The boundaries are as subsets of X.)

Proof. Let N be an open neighborhood of S(X). Then X — N is

nonsingular. Suppose there is a point xEbdDr\bdÊr\(X — N).

Assume that x lies in a component of X — N of dimension n (X — N

may have components of different dimensions). Let U be a neighbor-

hood of x such that U(~\S(X) = 0 and such that there are local co-

ordinates in U, z\, ■ • • , z„, with associated partial derivatives

d        A
- =   ¿Z ßirk
àZ, r-l

where tTEH°(X, Sx), ßirEH0(U, Ox); i, r = í, • ■ ■ , n. Assume that

the ßiT are bounded on U, making U smaller if necessary.
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As in Proposition 2.7 we can find a neighborhood U' of x, rela-

tively compact in U, and constants C\, mi such that

llallí/- ác?«i(í+l)!||/3||p
where ß is any of the ßir and P is any p-io\d iterate of the tr.

Now \etfEH(D) be a function which cannot be continued over x.

For any yEU'(~\K we can express a &th order partial derivative

(with indices omitted) of/ near y as follows:

-¿ -       E      W) +       E      kß"-\tß){t^f) + ■■■

+    E    L/W-1 + • • • + ßk-Ktk-'ß)\(tf).
'l." -.'•1=1

From this we obtain

<9*/(y)

dz*
á n* | /3 |* | <*/(y) I  + »** I ß I4-11 //3 | | /*-y(y) | + • • •

+ nk[\ß\\tß I*-1 + • • • + \ß I*"11 tk~lß | ] | tf{y) |

where |/*|8| =|Mk'. P = 0, ••-,*.
By Proposition 2.7 we can find constants c2, m2 and a compact set

K'ED such that

| ff(y) |   á ||<7l|í = l|í7IU * ¿«'(í + 1) ¡11/11*
for /p any £-fold iterate of the tr. If we let m = ma.x(mi, m2) and

c = max(ci, C2) we obtain

dkf(y)

dzk
g 2ÄV \ß \k(k + 2) !

Thus the Taylor series for / converges in a neighborhood (of fixed

radius) of y. Since y can be chosen arbitrarily close to x, / is holo-

morphic at x and we have a contradiction. Therefore there is no

xEbdDr\bdÊr\(X-N). Since TV was arbitrary, bdDr\bdKCS(X).

Proposition 3.4. Let X, D, and K be as in Proposition 3.3. Assume

either that X is holomorphically convex or that D is relatively compact.

Suppose bd DC\S(X) =0. Then D is holomorphically convex.

Proof. Let Kx= {zEX: \f(x)\ ^\\f\\K, fEH(X)j_. If X is holo-
morphically convex, Kx is compact; if not then D is compact by

hypothesis. Let W=KX or D, whichever is compact. KEW, so it
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suffices to show that K is closed in X. K is closed in D and since

bdKr\hdDEbdDr\S(X) =0, we have that K is closed in X.

Corollary 3.5. A domain of holomorphy D in a Stein space X such

that bd DC\S(X) =0 is holomorphically convex (and thus a Stein space

itself).

Corollary 3.6. A domain of holomorphy in a Stein manifold is

holomorphically convex (and thus a Stein manifold itself).

Corollary 3.7. A domain of holomorphy in Pn, complex projective

n-space, is holomorphically convex.

Proof of Corollaries 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7. In each case H°(X, Sx)

generates the stalks of Sx and all the spaces are holomorphically

convex, so Proposition 3.4 applies.

Remark. The hypothesis that bd D(~\S(X)=0 is necessary. For

bd DC\S(X)9i0, Rossi has an example of a domain of holomorphy

in a Stein space which is not holomorphically convex (see [3]). We

do not know what happens in the case of a holomorphically convex

manifold which does not have enough global vector fields to satisfy

the hypotheses of Proposition 3.3.
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